Influence of inherent directional biases on neurochemical consequences of conditioned circling.
High rates of conditioned circling have been associated with a bilateral increase in striatal (STR) dopamine (DA) metabolism in rats. Experiments 1 and 2 examined the extent to which inherent directional biases, which are critical in determining the magnitude and direction of drug-induced circling, would influence the acquisition and performance of conditioned circling. No behavioral effects were evident. However, a symmetrical bilateral enhancement in DA metabolism was observed in the STR irrespective of directional biases. These results provide further evidence for the bilateral involvement of the mesotelencephalic DA projection in conditioned circling. Although conditioned circling could be established and maintained by reinforcing the response with food (Experiment 3), food itself influenced DA metabolism and therefore precluded the detection of changes in DA metabolism specific to the circling response. Specifically, DA metabolism was augmented to a similar extent in animals given noncontingently presented food.